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The Thing about Unicorns - They Are Hard to Find...  
 
We have been here before. IPOs are news of the day. Mergers and acquisitions of mind boggling sums 

start the Monday news cycle. Unicorns aren’t terms of fantasy, but suddenly a financial term to 

coronate success. 

Thirty years young and at LHA we’ve seen this all before. The last time we inherited regulations to 

promote a more level playing field as in Reg FD and Sarbox. What will the gifts for tomorrow be from 

today’s period of economic bliss? Hard to tell. 

What’s true today, as was true 15 years ago when many of our present clients joined LHA, is the 

simplicity of outstanding investor relations. Send the right message to the right set of investors; then 

repeat it often and consistently and universe of interested investors will grow. When available and 

under the right circumstances, acquire a company or product line and finance the transaction with 

reasonable debt. Repeat and deleverage through a well-chosen set of investment banks with an equity 

offering to add free trading stock. These approaches work in virtually every industry and motivate 

participants in the financial services industry to care, as evidenced by inbound investor inquiries, 

increased trading volume, additional sell-side analyst coverage and speaking slots at  sought after 

investment conferences. 

Not every client that we recruit to join LHA will join the ranks of the Fortune 1000 - many get acquired 

and some stagnate - but, they all share our philosophy of keeping the message simple, maintaining 

transparency and staying predictable in the eye of the investment community. 

LHA’s job and our reason for being is to use the collective wisdom of our great staff on keeping our 

clients focused on staying visible with their message in the changing contours of today’s investment 

community. 

 


